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Foreword

The objective of the Bernard van Leer Foundation is to improve opportunities for young children living in disadvantaged circumstances. There are common threads running through all the work that we support in countries around the world: empowering parents and communities; building up self-esteem in children and families; enabling families and communities to make their own decisions. Our approach means that we do not perceive disadvantage as a problem to be solved or compensated for; instead, we try to look for the strengths that exist within individuals and their environments in order to build upon them. Rather than examining ‘failures’, we want to understand why some people and communities survive and thrive against all odds so that we can learn lessons that can be shared with others.

The work of the International Resilience Project fits well into this approach. Edith Grotberg defines resilience as a ‘universal capacity which allows a person, group or community to prevent, minimize or overcome the damaging effects of adversity’. By investigating this construct at an international level, the project enables us to gain some understanding of the combination of factors that result in resilience in children. By writing this Guide, Edith Grotberg has managed to turn a set of concepts into practical tools that can be incorporated into the everyday work of development projects. Thus, it also serves as an example of how theory and research can be turned into practice.

In the Guide, the main factors that make up resilience are grouped under three headings: I HAVE, I AM, I CAN. Such headings may appear overly assertive in some societies where, for example, the prevailing belief is that ‘children should be seen but not heard’. However, it is up to each reader to take what he or she can from this Guide and adapt it to the people, the setting and the culture. Whatever the society, there can be no argument that children should feel loved and lovable, should be respectful and responsible, and should know who they can approach in times of need. This may seem to be self-evident but the research has found that most parents and care givers do not know about resilience or how to promote it in children. Thus, too many adults inhibit and even thwart the development of resilience, leaving countless children feeling helpless, sad and unloved.

As a Foundation, we have gained new understandings through our membership on the Advisory Committee of the International Resilience Project, and we are pleased to be able to publish this Guide. We hope that it will inspire development workers to examine their own work with new eyes and to incorporate those aspects they find relevant into their work with children and families.

Rien van Gendt
Executive Director
Introduction: the International Resilience Project

The main body of this book is a practical Guide that will help adults to promote resilience in children. In this introduction, we discuss some background behind the concept of resilience and give a brief description of the International Resilience Project. The Guide itself is based on research findings from this project.

The concept of resilience is not a new one, although defining it precisely remains a problem. A number of researchers have identified specific factors such as trusting relationships, emotional support outside the family, self-esteem, encouragement of autonomy, hope, responsible risk taking, a sense of being lovable, school achievement, belief in God and morality, unconditional love for someone. But there is insufficient understanding on the dynamic interaction of these factors, their roles in different contexts, their expression and their sources. A child’s own genetic make-up and temperament are fundamental to whether he or she will be resilient. That is, a child’s vulnerability to anxiety, challenges, stress or unfamiliarity determines his or her self-perception, how he or she interacts with others, and how he or she addresses adversities.

Over the last five or so years, a number of international meetings have addressed the construct of resilience. It is the conclusions of these meetings, together with the literature, that have led to the definition of resilience that is used in the International Resilience Project:

resilience is a universal capacity which allows a person, group or community to prevent, minimize or overcome the damaging effects of adversity.

The project set out to examine what parents, care givers or children do that seems to promote resilience. It is thus concerned with promoting resilience in children as they develop over time, without the need for some kind of pathology in the family or child. Furthermore, the basic unit for the study is the child in context.

To launch the study, an Advisory Committee made up of international organizations was formed comprising the Civitan International Research Center, UNESCO, Pan American Health Organization (PAHO), World Health Organization (WHO), International Children’s Center (ICC), International Catholic Child Bureau (ICCB) and the Bernard van Leer Foundation. The Advisory Committee’s role is to provide suggestions and criticisms to the International Resilience Project.

Participants from 30 countries joined the project and the findings reported here are based on the data submitted between September 1993 and August 1994 by the first 14 countries to reply (Lithuania, Russia, Costa Rica, Czech Republic, Brazil, Thailand, Vietnam, Hungary, Taiwan, Namibia, Sudan, Canada, South Africa, and Japan). The international perspective helps us to learn what different cultures are doing to promote resilience: Do they draw on the same pool of resilience factors? Do they vary in which factors are combined to address adversity?

The instruments used by the researchers in the different countries were: 15 situations of adversity to which adults and children were asked to respond (some of these appear in the following chapters); a checklist of 15 statements that indicate resilience in a child; three standardized tests; and actual experiences of adversity reported by respondents together with their own reactions to these situations.

A total of 589 children participated as well as their families and care givers; 48 per cent were girls and 52 per cent boys. Just over half the children were aged from 9 to 11 years, the remainder were aged six years or under.

The findings suggest that every country in the study is drawing on a common set of resilience factors to promote resilience in their children. Adults and older children use more resilience promoting supports, inner strengths and interpersonal skills than younger children in promoting resilience in the children.
Overall, less than half the respondents are using resilience promoting behavior and even those respondents vary individually in use of the factors, largely depending on the situation. Socio-economic level contributed very little to variations in responses.

It is not possible to determine cultural variations by country because the numbers of respondents per country are too small. However, it is clear that there are relationships between culture and resilience factors. Some cultures rely more on faith than on problem solving in facing adversity. Some cultures are more concerned with punishment and guilt while others discipline and reconcile. Some cultures expect children to be more dependent on others for help in adversity rather than becoming autonomous and more self-reliant. The parents in some countries maintain a close relationship with their children while others ‘cut off’ their children at about age five. The resilient children manage this kind of rejection; non-resilient children withdraw, submit and are depressed.

There are several implications that can be drawn from the research to inform practice. In the following chapter we look at the vocabulary of resilience and explore the definitions of the various factors that contribute to resilience. The three chapters that follow are arranged according to three age groups, and include examples and experiences that can be adapted to fit the specific culture and circumstances of a given child or group of children.

In the International Resilience Project the children were not studied independently from their settings. In promoting resilience, any work with children must similarly be in the contexts of their families, their schools, their communities, and the larger society. Even though much could be said about promoting resilience in parents, in teachers, in communities and in societies, this Guide focuses on promoting resilience in children. These parents, teachers, communities and societies are essential to promoting resilience in children, so attention is centered on the child, but in his or her setting.

This Guide is not intended to be used as a manual, nor does it claim to know all there is to know about resilience. The construct of resilience and the factors that contribute to it continue to be discussed at local, national and international fora, while development projects in different countries are using the concepts to inform and elaborate their own work. The Guide should therefore be viewed as a ‘work in progress’, a step on the continuum of knowledge and practice of how resilience can be promoted in children.

NOTES TO THE INTRODUCTION
1 A list of references to earlier research is given in Appendix 2.
2 The checklist is reproduced in Appendix 3.
Chapter One

Why bother with resilience?

‘My father gets drunk. He said he was going to kill my mother and me. My mother put me with friends and ran away. I don’t know where she is.’ (6 year old boy)

‘I have to go to the hospital a lot because I have so many illnesses. I don’t know if I will ever get well.’ (10 year old girl)

‘I saw my father get stabbed by a neighbor who was mad at him.’ (6 year old girl)

‘I am very short and people tease me at school all the time.’ (11 year old boy)

Day in and day out, children all over the world face situations like the ones described above. Some face stresses such as divorce or illness while others confront catastrophe – war, poverty, disease, famine, floods. Whether such experiences crush or strengthen an individual child depends, in part, on his or her resilience.

Resilience is important because it is the human capacity to face, overcome and be strengthened by or even transformed by the adversities of life. Everyone faces adversities; no one is exempt.

With resilience, children can triumph over trauma; without it, trauma (adversity) triumphs. The crises children face both within their families and in their communities can overwhelm them.

While outside help is essential in times of trouble, it is insufficient. Along with food and shelter, children need love and trust, hope and autonomy. Along with safe havens, they need safe relationships that can foster friendships and commitment. They need the loving support and self-confidence, the faith in themselves and their world, all of which builds resilience.

How parents and other caregivers respond to situations, and how they help a child to respond, separates those adults who promote resilience in their children from those who destroy resilience or send confusing messages that both promote and inhibit resilience.

Three sources of resilience

To overcome adversities, children draw from three sources of resilience features labelled: I HAVE, I AM, I CAN. What they draw from each of the three sources may be described as follows:

I HAVE
* People around me I trust and who love me, no matter what
* People who set limits for me so I know when to stop before there is danger or trouble
* People who show me how to do things right by the way they do things
* People who want me to learn to do things on my own
* People who help me when I am sick, in danger or need to learn

I AM
* A person people can like and love
* Glad to do nice things for others and show my concern
* Respectful of myself and others
* Willing to be responsible for what I do
* Sure things will be all right
I CAN
* Talk to others about things that frighten me or bother me
* Find ways to solve problems that I face
* Control myself when I feel like doing something not right or dangerous
* Figure out when it is a good time to talk to someone or to take action
* Find someone to help me when I need it

A resilient child does not need all of these features to be resilient, but one is not enough. A child may be loved (I HAVE), but if he or she has no inner strength (I AM) or social, interpersonal skills (I CAN), there can be no resilience. A child may have a great deal of self-esteem (I AM), but if he or she does not know how to communicate with others or solve problems (I CAN), and has no one to help him or her (I HAVE), the child is not resilient. A child may be very verbal and speak well (I CAN), but if he or she has no empathy (I AM) or does not learn from role models (I HAVE), there is no resilience. Resilience results from a combination of these features.

These features of resilience may seem obvious and easy to acquire; but they are not. In fact, many children are not resilient and many parents and other care givers do not help children become resilient. Only about 38 per cent of the thousands of responses in the International Resilience Project indicate that resilience is being promoted. That is a very small percentage for such a powerful contribution to the development of children. On the contrary, too many adults crush or impede resilience in children or give mixed messages, and too many children feel helpless, sad and not fully loved. This is not the situation necessarily out of intent; it is more the fact that people do not know about resilience or how to promote it in children.

Children need to become resilient to overcome the many adversities they face and will face in life: they cannot do it alone. They need adults who know how to promote resilience and are, indeed, becoming more resilient themselves.

What is resilience?

There are many accounts of children and adults facing and overcoming adversities in their lives in spite of the fact that their circumstances suggested they would be overcome by the adversities. Here are some real experiences people have had. Using the I HAVE, I AM, I CAN model, here is what they did that would promote resilience in the process of overcoming the adversity.

A five year old boy comes home and tells his mother:
‘This big boy keeps bullying me. He hits me and sometimes he kicks me. I tell him to stop and he does for a while and then he starts again. I’m really scared of him.’

The mother can draw on I HAVE features of ‘People around me I trust and who love me, no matter what’, and ‘People who help me when I am in danger’; the I AM features of the child can be strengthened by seeing him or herself as a ‘Person to be liked and loved’, and ‘Sure things will be all right’; the I CAN features of the child include ‘Talking to others about things that frighten or bother me’, and ‘Finding someone to help me when I need it’.

The interaction between the mother and boy was like this: the mother listened to him and told him how sorry she was and comforted him. Then she said he was right to tell the teacher and he may want to do that every time the other boy bothers him until it stops. She offered to talk to the teacher or to the boy’s parents, but wanted her son to develop an increasing sense of being independent and so did not want to insist. The boy felt free to share his feelings and to listen to solutions to the problem. He saw that he is part of the solution and wanted to learn further what he can do.
An eleven year old girl tells about this experience:
‘My cousin and I were hiking in the mountains in the winter. I fell into deep snow and could not get out. I was very frightened.’

The girl can draw on the I HAVE resilience feature of ‘People who help me when I am in danger’; the I AM features of ‘Willing to be responsible for what I do’, and ‘Sure things will be all right’; the I CAN features of ‘Find ways to solve problems that I face’, and ‘Find someone to help me when I need it’.

The interaction between the girl and the cousin was like this: the girl tried on her own to get out of the deep snow and could not. She then called to her cousin who was way ahead and asked her for help. When her cousin came they talked about the fears they were both feeling, but decided they had better get busy and dig the girl out. They succeeded and felt they had had enough excitement for one day, so went home.

Resilience is a basic human capacity, nascent in all children. Parents and other care givers promote resilience in children through their words, actions, and the environment they provide. Adults who promote resilience make family and institutional supports available to children. They encourage children to become increasingly autonomous, independent, responsible, empathic, and altruistic and to approach people and situations with hope, faith, and trust. They teach them how to communicate with others, solve problems, and successfully handle negative thoughts, feelings, and behaviors. Children themselves increasingly become active in promoting their own resilience.

Children need these abilities and resources to face many common – and some not so common – crises. When the International Resilience Project asked children and their parents around the world what adversities they had experienced, the answers were numerous. Among those difficulties experienced within the family, in order of frequency, were:

dead of parents or grandparents
divorce
separation
illness of parent or siblings
poverty
moving, family or friends
accident causing personal injuries
abuse, including sexual abuse
abandonment
suicide
remarriage
homelessness
poor health and hospitalizations
fires causing personal injury
forced repatriation of family
disabled family member
parent’s loss of a job or income
murder of a family member

In addition, children and their parents reported facing the following adversities outside the home:

robberies
war
fire
earthquake
The language of resilience

Children facing such situations often feel lonely, fearful, and vulnerable. These feelings are less overwhelming for children who have the skills, attitudes, beliefs, and resources of resilience. But, before we can begin to promote resilience, we need a shared language with which to describe, illustrate, and explain it. The concept of resilience is relatively new for describing the behavior of people. Some languages do not have a word for it. Castillano (Spanish), for example, has no comparable use of the word ‘resilience’, but instead, uses the term, *la defensa ante la adversidad* (defence against adversity). The same idea can be described by using another word or term. Most people around the world understand the idea of overcoming adversity with courage, skills and faith.

The vocabulary of resilience is more than a set of words that will allow us to talk about this emerging concept. It is a set of tools to use in promoting resilience. Armed with the language necessary to recognize resilience when they see it, adults can help children identify resilient behavior more easily in themselves and others. They can use the vocabulary to reinforce those feelings and beliefs that support resilience and to guide their own and their children’s behavior. The more concepts they understand, the greater their options for acting in ways that help children meet the crises in their lives with strength and hope. Children who learn the vocabulary are better able to recognize resilience in themselves and others. They become increasingly aware of how to promote it.

The I HAVE, I AM and I CAN categories are drawn from the findings of the International Resilience Project which identified 36 qualitative factors that contribute to resilience. These can be divided into three major categories, each consisting of five parts.

I HAVE

The I HAVE factors are the external supports and resources that promote resilience. Before the child is aware of who she is (‘I AM’) or what she can do (‘I CAN’), she needs external supports and resources to develop the feelings of safety and security that lay the foundation, that are the core, for developing resilience. These supports continue to be important throughout childhood. The resilient child says ...

I HAVE

* Trusting relationships
Parents, other family members, teachers, and friends who love and accept the child. Children of all ages need unconditional love from their parents and primary care givers, but they need love and emotional support from other adults as well. Love and support from others can sometimes compensate for a lack of unconditional love from parents and care givers.
* Structure and rules at home
Parents who provide clear rules and routines, expect the child to follow them, and can rely on the child to do so. Rules and routines include tasks the child is expected to perform. The limits and consequences of behavior are clearly stated and understood. When rules are broken, the child is helped to understand what he or she did wrong, is encouraged to tell his or her side of what happened, is punished when needed, and is then forgiven and reconciled with the adult. When the child follows the rules and routines, he or she is praised and thanked. The parents do not harm the child in punishment, and no one else is allowed to harm the child.

* Role models
Parents, other adults, older siblings, and peers who act in ways which show the child desired and acceptable behavior, both within the family and toward outsiders. These people demonstrate how to do things, such as dress or ask for information, and encourage the child to imitate them. They are also models of morality and may introduce the child to the customs of their religion.

* Encouragement to be autonomous
Adults, especially parents, who encourage the child to do things on her own and to seek help as needed, help the child to be autonomous. They praise the child when he or she shows initiative and autonomy, and help the child, perhaps through practice or conversation, to do things independently. Adults are aware of the child’s temperament, as well as their own, so they can adjust the speed and degree to which they encourage autonomy in their child.

* Access to health, education, welfare, and security services
The child, independently or through the family, can rely on consistent services to meet the needs the family cannot fulfill – hospitals and doctors, schools and teachers, social services, and police and fire protection, or the equivalent of these services.

**I AM**
The I AM factors are the child’s internal, personal strengths. These are feelings, attitudes, and beliefs within the child. The resilient child says ...

**I AM**

* Lovable and my temperament is appealing
The child is aware that people like and love him or her. The child does endearing things for others that help make him or her lovable. The child is sensitive to the moods of others and knows what to expect from them. The child strikes an appropriate balance between exuberance and quietness when responding to others.

* Loving, empathic, and altruistic
The child loves other people and expresses that love in many ways. He or she cares about what happens to others and expresses that caring through actions and words. The child feels the discomfort and suffering of others and wants to do something to stop or share the suffering or to give comfort.

* Proud of myself
The child knows he or she is an important person and feels proud of who he or she is and what he or she can do and achieve. The child does not let others belittle or degrade him or her. When the child has problems in life, confidence and self-esteem help sustain him or her.
* Autonomous and responsible
The child can do things on his or her own and accept the consequences of the behavior. There is the feeling that what he or she does makes a difference in how things develop and the child accepts that responsibility. The child understands the limits of his or her control over events and recognizes when others are responsible.

* Filled with hope, faith, and trust
The child believes that there is hope for him or her and that there are people and institutions that can be trusted. The child feels a sense of right and wrong, believes right will win, and wants to contribute to this. The child has confidence and faith in morality and goodness, and may express this as a belief in God or higher spiritual being.

**I CAN**

The I CAN factors are the child’s social and interpersonal skills. Children learn these skills by interacting with others and from those who teach them. The resilient child says ...

**I CAN**

* Communicate
The child is able to express thoughts and feelings to others. He or she can listen to what others are saying and be aware of what they are feeling. The child can reconcile differences and is able to understand and act on the results of the communication.

* Problem solve
The child can assess the nature and scope of a problem, what he or she needs to do to resolve it, and what help is needed from others. The child can negotiate solutions with others and may find creative or humorous solutions. He or she has the persistence to stay with a problem until it is indeed solved.

* Manage my feelings and impulses
The child can recognize his or her feelings, give the emotions names, and express them in words and behavior that do not violate the feelings and rights of others or of himself or herself. The child can also manage the impulse to hit, run away, damage property, or behave otherwise in a harmful manner.

* Gauge the temperament of myself and others
The child has insight into his or her own temperament (how active, impulsive, and risk-taking or quiet, reflective, and cautious he or she is, for example) and, also, into the temperament of others. This helps the child know how fast to move into action, how much time is needed to communicate, and how much he or she can accomplish in various situations.

* Seek trusting relationships
The child can find someone – a parent, teacher, other adult, or same-age friend – to ask for help, to share feelings and concerns, to explore ways to solve personal and interpersonal problems, or to discuss conflicts in the family.

Each of the I HAVE, I AM, and I CAN factors suggests numerous actions children and their care givers can take to promote resilience. No one child or parent will use the entire pool of resilience factors, nor
need they. Some use many; others use few. However, the larger the pool of possibilities before them, the more options children, parents, and care givers have and the more flexible they can be in selecting appropriate responses to a given situation.

**Strengthening the human spirit**

At different ages, children rely more or less heavily on their I HAVE, I AM, and I CAN resources. As children grow, they increasingly shift their reliance from outside supports (I HAVE) to their own skills (I CAN), while continually building and strengthening their personal attitudes and feelings (I AM).

Just as the resilience skills used by children vary at different ages, so must parents and other care givers vary their resilience—promoting language and behavior to match the child’s developmental stage. What follows is a stage-by-stage guide to promoting resilience in children. It is divided into three age-specific sections each of which includes the following information.

- **Tasks of the age** describes where the child is in development, what tasks she or he is mastering, and how these tasks relate to resilience.

- **What parents and care givers can do** discusses the actions parents and other care givers can take to boost their child’s resilience at different ages.

- **Examples from the International Resilience Project** provides examples of positive responses to adverse situations drawn from the Resilience Project research. For each example you will learn the care giver’s goals, the child’s needs, and the resilience factors fostered. Examples of negative responses to adverse situations are provided to sharpen the contrast.

- **The results** shows what happens when resilience has been promoted. How does the child use the vocabulary of resilience? What skills has he acquired? How does he feel about himself?

Children develop over time at different rates and so some information may be appropriate for younger or older children not necessarily within their chronological age group. One common factor for all age groups, however, is that the child is the test for whether or not you are promoting resilience faster than he or she can handle, whether the child is comfortable with what you are doing, understands what you are doing, or is learning what you are teaching and encouraging. The response of the child is the touchstone for the effectiveness of what the parent or other care giver is doing to promote resilience in the child.
Chapter Two

The child from birth to three

Tasks of the age

During the first three years of life, the child learns about trust and autonomy. He or she learns to trust the care givers and herself. The child learns to trust the care givers to give love and help and to take care of him or her when hungry, wet, in need of love and comfort, when afraid or angry. The child learns to trust his or her own ability to work out a rhythm of eating, sleeping, washing, etc., and to calm himself or herself and better control his or her body. The child learns to roll over, stand, walk, play, and to use his or her hands to manipulate and create.

Making mistakes can be either a learning experience or a shameful one for the infant or toddler. If the child cannot learn to do things and the care givers do not provide help, the child will learn to mistrust himself or herself, the care givers, and the world. If the child cannot become autonomous, is not allowed to make mistakes, or is criticized for trying to do things alone, the child will feel shame and begin to doubt his or her abilities.

What parents and care givers can do

When they promote resilience in the child during the first three years of life, parents and care givers:

* provide unconditional love and express love both physically and verbally by holding, rocking, and stroking and by using soothing words to calm, comfort, and encourage the child to calm himself or herself;

* enforce rules for children aged two and three, and use removal of privileges and other forms of discipline that do not belittle, harm, or reject the child;

* model behavior that communicates confidence, optimism, and good results for children two and three years old;

* praise the two and three year old child for accomplishments such as toilet training, calming self, talking, or making something;

* encourage the two or three year old child to try things and do things on his or her own with minimal adult help;

* when language is developing, acknowledge and label the child’s feelings and so encourage the child to recognize and express his or her own feelings and to recognize some feelings in others (for example: sad, glad, sorry, happy, mad);

* also use developing language to reinforce aspects of resilience to help the child face adversity: for example, ‘I know you can do it’ encourages autonomy and reinforces a child’s faith in his or her own problem solving skills; ‘I’m here’ comforts and reminds the child of the trusting relationships that can be relied on;

* at around three years of age, prepare the child for unpleasant or adverse situations (gradually, if possible) by talking about them, reading books, play acting, etc.;
are aware of their own and the child’s temperaments so that they can gauge how quickly or slowly to introduce changes, how much pushing, encouragement, etc. to give.

They also:
* balance the freedom to explore with safe supports;
* offer explanations and reconciliation along with rules and discipline (when language is developing);
* give the child comfort and encouragement in stressful situations;
* provide a stable environment for the very young child, but some novelty for the two and three year old – new experiences, people, and places;
* change and modify the mix of freedom and safety, explanations and discipline, etc. for the two and three year old child as the child’s reactions suggest.

Examples of resilience and non-resilience promoting actions

**THE SITUATION**
The baby is in the crib and is lying on his back screaming and kicking. You do not know what is wrong. He just keeps screaming and kicking.

You promote resilience if you pick him up and begin to soothe him while finding out if he is wet, too cold or too hot, needs patting on his back to remove air, or mainly needs comforting (I HAVE). You help him calm down if he feels loved and cared for (I AM), and if he can begin to calm himself down (I CAN).

You do not promote resilience if you look at him, decide to change his diaper, and then tell him to stop crying. If he does not stop crying, you walk away and let him ‘cry it out’. This interaction does not promote resilience as the baby needs more than a change of diapers. He needs to be held and comforted so that he knows he is loved and cared for. Then he can begin to calm down.

**THE SITUATION**
The two year old toddler is at the store with you. She sees some candy, grabs it and starts to eat it. When you try to take it away from her, she shouts, ‘No! Mine, mine!’

You promote resilience if you remove her from the situation so you do not disturb others, explain calmly to her that she cannot take things without your permission, and give her something else or show her something else to distract her. You help her understand limits of behavior (I HAVE), help her feel responsible for her own behavior (I AM), and communicate with her as she listens (I CAN).

You do not promote resilience if you just let her eat the candy or if you hit her and scold her or if you force her hand open to take it. This kind of interaction makes her afraid of the one who provides love and trust, makes her rigid in her behavior and makes her feel unloved and not understood.

Examples from the International Resilience Project
The International Resilience Project presented parents, care givers, and children all over the world with hypothetical situations and asked them what the adult in the situation should do, how the child would react, and what would happen. What follows are two of the hypothetical situations involving children. For each, we have described the situation, listed the goals of a care giver responding to the situation, identified the needs of the child and, from the data, provided two resilient responses that foster resilience and two that do not. Resilience factors that can be promoted by such fostering responses are listed. We hope these examples will stimulate parents and other care givers to think about stressful situations they and their children have faced, the goals and needs those situations presented, and responses that would promote resilience, or, indeed, to become familiar with responses that inhibit resilience.

### THE SITUATION
Joella, 10 months old, is crawling on the floor and finds a dirty rag. She picks it up and begins to bite it and suck it. The care giver sees this and knows the rag is very dirty and may cause an infection in the child.

### Care giver’s goals
- remove the dirty rag
- help the child explore with something else
- divert attention
- encourage autonomy in exploration

### Child’s needs
- test cause and effect
- explore and act on curiosity
- do things independently from parents
- hear words of comfort and reassurance

### Responses that foster resilience
‘The parent would replace the rag with a piece of clean cloth and tell the baby that the rag was dirty. The baby would allow her mother to replace the rag with a clean cloth and would be satisfied that she had something to replace the rag.’

‘The care giver took the rag away and was upset. The baby cried and will be sad because she wants the rag. The mother will give the baby a clean rag and then hug her.’

### Responses that do not foster resilience
‘The parent ran to the child and told her that the rag was dirty and took the rag out of her mouth. The parent felt frightened. The child allowed her mother to take the rag and showed no feeling. She does not put the rag in her mouth anymore.’

‘I don’t know. She would pick up the baby and will feel nothing. The baby will go to sleep.’

### Resilience factors promoted

I HAVE ...
- Trusting relationships
- Structure and rules at home
- Role models
I AM ...
Lovable and my temperament is appealing
Becoming autonomous (I like to explore) and responsible

I CAN...
Manage my feelings and impulses
Seek trusting relationships

THE SITUATION
Jason is two-and-one-half years old. He is supposed to be eating what very little food there is for him. It is important for him to eat if he is going to survive and grow. He will not eat and when urged to he throws himself on the floor and screams and kicks in a real temper tantrum.

Care giver’s goals
find out why the child does not want to eat
remain calm (for example, take deep breaths, count to 10) and calm the child (for example, hold him, distract him, play a game)
model calming behavior
help the child put his feelings into words
teach the child that there are rules and limits and that some things must be done
model options and alternative choices of time and place of eating

Child’s needs
exercise his will against others
learn that his behavior has consequences
learn that there are rules and limits to behavior
learn about his own feelings and how to calm himself
learn that there are alternative ways to do things

Responses that foster resilience
‘The mother took the child in her arms and calmed him. Then she explained why and what the child had to eat. She had the same food for herself and for the child so they could eat together. The child thought that if his mother had the same meal then he should not refuse to eat. He was happy she did not force him or place too much emphasis on eating. He didn’t have to be upset or worry about eating. They enjoyed their meal together.’

‘The mother took the child to the doctor for a checkup and was happy that nothing was wrong with the child. The child ate the food because he does not want to be taken to the doctor. He will eat and grow.’

Responses that do not foster resilience
‘The parent is mad and quarrels with the child. She prepares a dish to look nice but the child refuses to eat. She teases the child and then the child really does not eat. She feels her mother is annoying. The parent punishes the child but she still doesn’t eat and the mother will get tired and give up.’

‘The parent argued with him, gave him a good spanking, and told him to eat his food. The parent felt helpless and hurt because the child had to be punished for the tantrum. The child became frightened and started to cry. He felt hurt and not loved. The child will have respect and become obedient and not throw a tantrum.’
**Resilience factors promoted**

I HAVE ...
- Trusting relationships
- Structure and rules at home
- Role models
- Encouragement to be autonomous
- Access to health, education, welfare, and security services

I AM ...
- Lovable and my temperament is appealing
- Proud of myself
- Becoming autonomous and responsible

I CAN ...
- Communicate
- Problem solve
- Manage my feelings and impulses

**The results**

The resilient three year old feels secure in his or her parents’ love and believes that his or her needs will be met. The child feels free to explore and try new things, but knows that there are rules and limits and what will happen if they are broken. The child feels comfortable with his or her daily routine and delights in learning how to do things for him/herself. The child feels lovable and proud of his or her accomplishments and often expresses his or her caring for others. The child is learning to use words to tell how he or she feels, and is also learning to control his or her behavior, to solve problems, and to understand his or her temperament. These things are hard, but the resilient three year old can turn to adults he or she trusts for help.

Not all resilient three year olds will have developed all their I HAVE, I AM, and I CAN resources to the same degree, but the foundation is laid. Here’s how we can use the vocabulary to show the resilient three year old’s views of his or her environment, himself or herself, and his or her skills.

I HAVE ...

* Trusting relationships
  My parents and other care givers show me love by holding me, kissing me, rocking me, and telling me how much they love me. They are happy when I am happy and comfort me when I am sad. I can trust them because they are there when I need them and they do not do mean or painful things to me or let anyone else harm me.

* Structure and rules at home
  My parents or other care givers have set times when I eat, am bathed, go to bed, take a nap. The routine is changed only when necessary or for variety. I know what I must not touch, that I cannot hit or bite anyone, and that I must obey the rules and follow the routines. I know the consequences of disobedience but in the course of discipline I am not harmed or belittled. Instead, I am usually deprived of something I like or want to do. Sitting down for a short time, on a chair or in my room, seems to work, so I can calm down and maybe think about what I have done. My parents help me understand what I did wrong and forgive me and we are happy again.
* Role models
My parents and other care givers show me how to do things around the home. I might help make meals or set the table. They also show me how to behave with guests, including what I cannot do in front of others that I can do with my family or when I’m alone. They show me how to recognize feelings and how to express some of them. They show me that they are fair and honest with others and believe in doing the right thing. They may take me to a place of worship.

* Encouragement to be autonomous
My parents teach me how to eat, wash my hands, put on clothes. They praise me when I do these things on my own. They expect me to ask for things I need and to take care of what I have. They encourage me to explore places at home or around me and urge me on when I am a bit afraid or hesitant. My parents help me learn how to calm myself down when I get too excited or frustrated.

* Access to health, education, welfare, and security services
My parents take me to the doctor or clinic or someone who knows about health when I am sick or need a shot. They let me go to a pre-school or day care program if they want and if one is available. They can get help from social services or from a knowledgeable person if I have a problem. And they know that I am safe because police or others are around to protect our family.

I AM ...

* Lovable and my temperament is appealing
My parents and others tell me they love me and they smile when I come into the room. I am happy most of the time and can jump around, dance, and laugh. I like to play and have fun. I sometimes like to snuggle, be held, and hug people. I do not stay mad or sad for long.

* Loving, empathic, and altruistic
I give a toy to my mother or a friend when they are sad. I cry when my sister cries and try to comfort her by sharing something with her. I tell my parents I love them and I bring things to them when they ask. I like to help people so they know I care about them.

* Proud of myself
I am sure I can feed and dress myself. I know I can build a house or a road with playthings. I can make friends with other children and I like myself.

* Autonomous and responsible
I do as many things as I can by myself and know what is expected of me. I try to do things in the way I have been taught. I feel good when I do things on my own and in the right way and sad when I do things wrong or am naughty. I know that what I do affects how things come out and that I am responsible for what I do.

* Filled with hope, faith, and trust
I believe that things will work out and will be all right. I look forward to tomorrow. I am learning what is good and bad and what I should and should not do. I trust those around me.

I CAN ...

* Communicate
I can show somebody what I want or use words to ask for it. I can often tell someone how I feel. I am learning to listen to what someone else is saying, to be aware of how he or she is feeling, and to respond so we understand each other and do not hurt each others feelings.
* Problem solve
I can sometimes figure out what a problem is in dressing, making something, or other things I do. I can often work on a problem until it is solved, and may even know when I need help and ask for it. I am learning to ask for help when I am having trouble with a friend who will not take turns or share.

* Manage my feelings and impulses
I am beginning to put words to some of my feelings and know when I have certain feelings. I am beginning to be able to calm myself. I try not to hurt anyone.

* Gauge the temperament of myself and others
I am learning about which parent acts very quickly or thinks things over for quite some time. I am beginning to know who will go into action, take chances, and try new things, and who will be cautious, careful, and consider all angles. I am learning about myself and my temperament. I need help with this.

* Seek trusting relationships
I know that my caregivers can be trusted and I am learning that I can trust others, too. These are people I can turn to when I need help, am unhappy, or need to talk.
Chapter Three

The child from four to seven

Tasks of the age

During ages four through seven, the child learns about initiative and is busy, busy, busy – feeding a doll, climbing trees, building wood-block skyscrapers or make-believe schools. The child is involved in all kinds of play and pretend activities and often has difficulty separating fantasy from reality, lies from truth. He or she starts many projects but does not necessarily complete them. The tasks of family members and friends often seem as interesting as his or her own, and the child wants to help and may seem to invade the activities of others.

This very active child is beginning to understand the world of symbols and asks endless questions. If the child’s questions are dismissed, if he or she is unable to take the initiative to accomplish things or is rejected by those he or she seeks to help, the child may feel guilty, unworthy, or naughty.

What parents and care givers can do

When they promote resilience in the child aged four to seven, parents and care givers:

* provide unconditional love;
* express love verbally;
* use holding, rocking, and a soothing voice to calm a child; encourage the child to use such techniques as taking a deep breath or counting to 10 themselves to become calm before talking about problems or unacceptable behaviors;
* model resilience behaviors when facing such challenges as interpersonal problems or conflict and adversity; demonstrate appropriate behavior in different situations; and model courage, confidence, optimism, and self-esteem;
* enforce rules and use removal of privileges and other forms of discipline that set limits to behavior and some consequences, without crushing the child’s spirit;
* praise the child for accomplishments such as finishing a puzzle or reading a book and for desired behaviors such as putting toys away or expressing his or her anger without throwing a tantrum;
* encourage the child to take independent action with minimum adult help;
* continue to help the child learn to recognize and label his or her own feelings as well as those of others;
* continue to help the child become increasingly aware of his or her own temperament (for example, how shy or outgoing, cautious or thrill-seeking he or she is) as well as the temperaments of the adults in the child’s life;
* gradually expose the child to adversities or prepare the child for them by talking, reading books, and identifying and discussing resilience factors that may be helpful;
* encourage the child to demonstrate empathy and caring, to be pleasant and do nice things for others;
* encourage the child to use communication and problem solving skills to resolve interpersonal problems or to seek help with them;
* communicate with the child, discussing, sharing, and reporting on the days’ events, ideas, observations, and feelings;
* help the child begin to accept responsibility for his or her own behavior and to understand that his or her actions have consequences.

They also:
* balance providing help with encouraging independence;
* offer explanations and reconciliation along with rules and discipline;
* accept errors and failures while providing guidance toward improvement;
* give the child comfort and encouragement in stressful situations;
* encourage and model flexibility in selecting different resilience factors as a response to an adverse situation, for example, seek help instead of continuing alone in a very difficult situation; show empathy instead of continuing with anger or fear; share feelings with a friend instead of continuing to suffer alone.

**Examples of resilience and non-resilience promoting actions**

**THE SITUATION**
The mother had to go to another city to find a job and could not take her four year old daughter because there was no one to care for her while the mother worked. And she could not afford daycare costs.

You promote resilience if you explain to your daughter that you are going to go to find a job so you can have money to rent a nice place for both of you. You tell her how much you love her and that she will stay with your sister until you find a place to live (I HAVE). You let her protest and assure her you love her (I AM) and will send her post cards with pretty pictures. You assure her everything will be fine and you will be together again, soon. You let her ask questions and express feelings (I CAN), but help her understand that this is a necessary move.

You do not promote resilience if you tell her you are leaving and scold her for being upset. Or if you do not explain why you have to go, how long it will be before she can join you and what arrangements you have made for her, including how you will keep in touch with her. Without explanations and the opportunity to express her feelings about your leaving, she will feel you are abandoning her and do not love her. She will feel unlovable and that she has done something wrong. She will feel helpless and sad.

**THE SITUATION**
A seven year old boy was in the yard with his dad. The dad and a neighbor got into an argument that escalated into a fight. The
neighbor pulled out a knife and stabbed his dad. The boy saw it happen.

Resilience will be promoted in the boy if he thinks of something he can do to help his father (I CAN), if he tries to help his father and shows him he loves him by saying comforting words to him (I AM). He will also promote his own resilience if he knows there are people at home or at a neighbor’s he can get to help him so his father can get medical attention (I HAVE). People who do help him can add to the promotion of resilience in the boy by praising him for what he has done to help his dad, to comfort him, and to make sure the father receives the medical attention he needs.

Resilience is not promoted if the boy simply collapses into tears or runs away taking no action, if he is too afraid to seek help for fear he will be stabbed, too, or if someone scolds him for not getting help or even for not doing something to prevent the stabbing. He might even be asked if he was the cause of the argument in the first place.

Examples from the International Resilience Project

The following are another two hypothetical situations involving children from the International Resilience Project. We have again described the situation, listed the goals of a care giver responding, identified the needs of the child and, from the data, have provided two examples of resilient responses, as well as the resilience factors that responses such as these foster. Again, we have also provided examples of responses that do not foster resilience so, by contrast, care givers and children can see what, in fact, inhibits the promotion of resilience. It is usually as important to know what not to do as it is to know what to do.

THE SITUATION
Sarah is four years old. She is playing with her older brother and they are pretending they have a shop. They want to sell food and juice and so have arranged some boxes to put the food on and are looking for bottles or vessels to put the juice in. They take food from the family food area to put on the boxes and are filling bottles with juice. Their father sees them and realizes they are taking precious food and juice that the family needs.

Care giver’s goals
model empathy for Sarah and her brother
provide time and attention to help the children find options
respect Sarah and her brother’s need to engage in pretend activities
reassure the children that they are loved and minimize feelings of guilt

Child’s needs
imitate others
demonstrate a willingness to share
understand what, when, and where it is safe to initiate and explore
take alternative initiatives

Responses that foster resilience
‘The parent tried to explain to the children that the food was needed for the family. He offered non-food items to go on playing the game. The father felt vexed and sad, but felt satisfied when the children understood and followed his request. The children acted up a bit but did what the parent asked, even though their wish to take what is forbidden remained.’
‘The father asked the children to use imaginary things instead of real food. He felt irritated. The children started to use their imaginations, using water instead of juice and toys instead of food. The children were a little bit uncomfortable, but they will be able to turn water into wine next time!’

**Responses that do not foster resilience**

‘The parent took the food away and gave the children some candy. The parent did this because he did not want a commotion. They asked the parent to let them play with the food and that they would put it away later. They did not feel anything except some coolness in the relationship with the parent.’

‘The parent put the food away and was not pleased with the children. They began to cry and felt resentful. They will ask permission beforehand in the future.’

**Resilience factors promoted**

I HAVE ...
- Trusting relationships
- Structure and rules at home
- Role models
- Encouragement for autonomy and independence

I AM ...
- Lovable and my temperament is appealing
- Becoming autonomous and independent
- Proud of myself

I CAN ...
- Communicate
- Problem solve and use creativity
- Manage my feelings and impulses so I do not act out with anger
- Seek trusting relationships

---

**THE SITUATION**

Raul is six years old. He had an accident when he was three and his legs will not hold his weight any longer. His arms and hands are fine and he uses them all the time. He is building a fence around a piece of wood that he is pretending is a house and is using small sticks to build with. He has increasing trouble reaching around for the small sticks, and his useless legs keep knocking down parts of the fence. He becomes so frustrated that he begins to throw the small sticks around the room and starts to cry.

**Care giver’s goals**
- empathize with the child and let him know that his feelings are understood
- help the child put his feelings into words
- talk about alternative ways to accomplish the task
- encourage independence and autonomy
- demonstrate loving support

**Child’s needs**
- learn to calm himself
- learn to recognize feelings and put them into words
learn to find alternative ways to solve his problem; explore
be willing to take more initiative
trust himself

Responses that foster resilience
‘The parent calmed the child and helped him find a place that was comfortable to build his road with the things he needed and liked. The parent felt sympathy and a desire to help the child. The child calmed down and worked with his parent. He felt sad and some self-pity, but will calm down and manage with less outside help.’

‘The parent would soothe the child and help him build. The parent would feel sad for the child. The child will work with the parent and fix what he is building, but he would feel sad. Then he would see how nice it is to work with the parent.’

Response that does not foster resilience
‘The parent let the child cry and be mad. The parent felt sad but thinks it is good for the child to face his problems and learn to solve them by himself. The child might feel helpless or angry but must learn how to live by himself. He felt angry, sad, and hopeless. The parent would grasp the child’s true feelings and communicate with him.’

Resilience factors promoted

I HAVE ...

- Trusting relationships
- Role models
- Encouragement for autonomy and independence

I AM ...

- Lovable and my temperament is appealing
- Becoming autonomous and independent
- Proud of myself
- Seeing my mother being loving, empathic, and altruistic

I CAN ...

- Problem solve
- Manage my feelings and impulses
- Seek trusting relationships

The results

The resilient seven year old is proud of his or her accomplishments and is increasingly able to initiate activities and solve problems independently. The child feels pleasure and confidence in overcoming an adverse situation. He or she is beginning to understand the connection between actions and consequences and is getting better at taking responsibility for his or her own behavior. However, the child still may justify his or her own actions while recognizing ‘bad behavior’ in others.

The child’s ever-improving language skills, combined with good modelling on the part of the care givers, enable him or her to communicate with increasing effectiveness. The child feels secure in the love of others, good about himself or herself, and proud to be able to use the growing ability to please oneself and others.
Not all resilient seven year olds will have developed all their I HAVE, I AM, and I CAN resources to the same degree, but they will all be on their way. Here’s how we can use the vocabulary to show the resilient seven year old’s views of his or her environment, himself or herself, and his or her skills.

I HAVE ...

* Trusting relationships
   My parents and other care givers show me love and accept me without reservations. They pat me, hug me, and tell me how much they love me. It is nice to be loved and I need that. I can trust my parents to love me even when I am naughty or sulking, and they try to comfort me and calm me down when I am hurt or unhappy. They do not do mean or painful things to me or allow anyone else to harm me. My parents are there when I need them and that is important to know.

* Structure and rules at home
   The rules and routines are clear and I know what is expected of me. When rules are changed, I am told so I am not surprised or confused. It is comforting to know what to expect. I know what I am supposed to do when I start some activity or game: I must clean up after myself, not bother others, and not do any damage. When I break the rules, I know what the consequences are. My parents talk to me and tell me exactly what I did wrong. But they also listen to what I have to say, and we can usually work something out. Even when I am punished, my parents explain the punishment, carry it out, and then we reconcile. I need my parents to love me, accept me and forgive me.

* Role models
   I watch what my parents do when they are making something, repairing something, or talking with people. I especially watch how they treat people and deal with conflicts or problems with others. It is important to me to see my parents show by their actions what is right and good. They are showing me how to be a good human being and I am learning. My parents help me and tell me where and when certain behaviors are acceptable and where and when they are not.

* Encouragement to be autonomous
   My parents want me to accept more responsibility for what I do, and they encourage me. But I am so eager to do things on my own that I sometimes have to be cautioned and slowed down. I am learning to think before I act so that I do not make so many mistakes. And I am also learning when to ask for help. I need my parents or someone to encourage me to go ahead when I feel unsure of myself. My parents use some words of resilience so I can learn more about what makes me able to overcome problems.

* Access to health, education, welfare, and security services or their equivalents
   My parents take me to the doctor or clinic or someone who knows about health when I am sick or need any shots. They let me go to school or day care, if there is one, or have some group experience with other children. They can get help from social services or people who know what to do, when we need it. I feel safe because my parents show me the people who protect us.

I AM ...

* Lovable and my temperament is appealing
   I smile at people, play with them, maybe sing a song or dance for them. I like to do things to please people because then they are happy and so am I. I show my love by hugging the people I love and telling them I love them. I do not behave too actively or impulsively. Nor am I so quiet no one knows I am there. My behavior is reasonably balanced and I can calm myself down or stir myself up when I need to.
* Loving, empathic, and altruistic
I am becoming more and more aware of how other people feel and I can even give names to what they seem to be feeling. I care about what has happened to them and want to help them. I show my love and caring by what I say and do, and I am able to feel some of the pain they are feeling when they are sad or troubled.

* Proud of myself
I like myself most of the time and want to be proud of what I do and achieve. I can do many things and am learning to do more things. I feel sure I can be accepted by other people and children because I am a good person who cares about others as well as myself. I do not let anyone make fun of me, hurt me, or tease me. I respect myself and expect others to respect me.

* Autonomous and responsible
I am doing more and more things on my own but know when I must tell someone or ask permission. I am aware that what I do affects how things turn out and know that I must take the consequences of what I do. I may not always be able to admit I was wrong, but I am learning not to blame someone else when my actions have caused a problem.

* Filled with hope, faith, and trust
I believe that I will be able to be safe, loved and accepted, and that the future is promising. I have confidence that I can be a good person and that there are many others I can trust. I hope that whatever is wrong now will become better.

I CAN ...

* Communicate
I can talk with my parents and others and share my thoughts and feelings with them. We can try to resolve any conflicts and can be clear on what we need from each other and what we can expect from one another.

* Problem solve
I am able to assess a problem and understand the parts of it. Then, I can think of a strategy to solve the problem. I may need help with this and know how to ask for it. I can solve problems I am having with friends. We can talk things through and agree on a solution so that we both are satisfied.

* Manage my feelings and impulses
I know more about what upsets me or makes me angry, afraid, or unhappy. I am learning more about how to manage my reactions to these feelings by trying to calm down. If I do not react too strongly or withdraw too much I can think more clearly and be in charge of what I do in response to my feelings. Talking to the person who has upset me helps me get over the problem between us.

* Gauge the temperament of myself and others
I know when I tend to take action before thinking and am learning how to reverse that order. I am learning about how cautious or quick to go into action others are. This is useful information to help me understand those around me.

* Seek trusting relationships
I have found a teacher or a neighbor or a relative or another child I can trust with my feelings and thoughts and problems. I can turn to them when I need comfort or help and I know they will respond. My parents still are my first choice.
Chapter Four

The child from eight to eleven

Tasks of the age

During ages eight through eleven, the child learns about industry. He or she is actively engaged in mastering life skills, particularly in schoolwork. The child wants to be successful and to have a positive self-image as an achiever. He or she also wants close friends, as well as peer acceptance and approval. He or she can complete tasks and do things with others. If the child is unable to be successful in all this industry, he or she feels inferior and becomes extremely sensitive to his or her limitations. If the caregivers, teachers, or friends make fun of the child or otherwise communicate that he or she is not very able, the child will feel insecure and may begin to doubt his or her self-worth and ability to succeed in the world.

What parents and caregivers can do

When they promote resilience in the child from eight to eleven, parents and caregivers:

* provide unconditional love;
* express love verbally and physically in age-appropriate ways;
* use limits, calming behaviors, and oral reminders to help the child manage and modulate feelings, especially negative feelings and impulsive responses;
* model consistent behaviors that communicate values and rules, including helpful resilience factors;
* clarify the basis for rules and expectations;
* praise accomplishments and desired behaviors, such as sticking with and finishing a hard homework assignment;
* provide opportunities for the child to practice dealing with problems and adversities through exposure to manageable adversities and fantasy; provide guidance in the process, drawing on appropriate resilience factors;
* encourage communication so that issues, expectations, feelings, and problems can be discussed and shared.

They also:

* balance autonomy with available, but not imposed, help;
* modulate consequences for mistakes with love and empathy so that the child can fail without feeling too much stress or fear of loss of approval and love;
* communicate about and negotiate growing independence, new expectations, and new challenges;
* encourage the child to accept responsibility for the consequences of his or her behavior while communicating confidence and optimism about the desired outcomes;
encourage and model flexibility in selecting different resilience factors as a response to an adverse situation, for example, seek help instead of continuing alone in a very difficult situation; show empathy instead of continuing with anger or fear; share feelings with a friend instead of continuing to suffer alone.

Examples of resilience and non-resilience promoting actions

THE SITUATION
An eleven year old girl was taking care of her three year old brother when the house caught fire. She tried to put it out, but couldn’t. Then she tried to reach her brother, but couldn’t. Finally, she ran out of the house and her brother was burned to death.

You promote resilience if you share the grief of the entire family over the loss of the three year old, and assure the girl you love her (I HAVE); if you let the girl know you understand how much she tried to save her brother (I CAN); and if you help her sort out her feelings of responsibility from her actions and desire to save her brother (I AM). You will help the girl use resilience to overcome this tragic adversity. The experience may guide her into a life of helping others in trouble and thereby become transformed by the tragedy.

If you blame the girl for not putting out the fire and for not saving her brother, you will reduce her to guilt and shame and sadness that may prevent her from ever developing resilience to overcome future adversities in life.

THE SITUATION
A nine year old boy went out of the house even after his father told him not to go out. The father did not know about this until he realized it was late and the boy was not home.

You will promote resilience if you talk to him when he returns and ask why he broke the rules (I HAVE); if you make clear that his behavior is not acceptable even with his excuses, and that he is responsible for what he did (I AM); and if you talk with him about what needs to be done to prevent this kind of behavior in the future (I CAN). He will learn from this experience to use resilience to face this adversity, to learn from it, and to behave in a more responsible way in the future.

You do not promote resilience if you yell at him or spank him when he comes home, and accuse him of being a bad boy. Then you make him feel guilty, but resentful, and you have given him a label of ‘bad boy’, which will influence his idea of himself in the future. He will have difficulty dealing with a future adverse situation, even one that he creates, because he lacks resilience and none is being promoted.

Examples from the International Resilience Project

We turn again to the Resilience Project for two further hypothetical situations involving children. The same outline is presented: the situation is described, the care giver’s goals in responding are listed, and the needs of the child are identified. Two examples of resilient responses from the data are then provided, as well as the resilience factors fostered. Finally, examples of responses that inhibit the promotion of resilience are again provided to indicate what not to do in response to adversity.
THE SITUATION
Nine year old Rita walks to school every day and passes a place where a group of older children stand around. When she passes them they call to her, make fun of her and, sometimes, push her. She has become so frightened she refuses to go to school any more and tells her mother she is sick. Her mother knows she is healthy.

Care giver’s goals
- help the child talk about what is really bothering her
- empathize with the child’s fears
- discuss alternative ways to solve the problem
- assure the child that she is not to blame for the older children’s behavior
- consult with the school to get help

Child’s needs
- learn to recognize differences among people and their behaviors
- develop more confidence in her ability to solve problems
- build more skills in reaching out for help

Responses that foster resilience
‘The mother would take the child to the doctor to see if anything was wrong. When nothing was found wrong, the mother would accompany the child to school. The child would confide in her mother the real reason she did not want to go to school. The mother would try to help the child overcome the fear and give her a number of suggestions: ignore the children or walk with some friends. The child would follow the mother’s advice, but would feel ashamed if the mother continued to accompany her to school.’

‘The parents would ask the girl the real reason why she does not want to go to school. They care about the child and are concerned. The child was very happy that her parents asked and she trusted them to help her. She will discuss the problem with them and they will solve it so she can go to school again.’

Responses that do not foster resilience
‘The mother would send her to school and tell her not to be afraid. The child would still be afraid but would go.’

‘The mother would accompany the child to school every day and would feel heartbroken because of the problem. The child went to school unwillingly and felt unhappy. The child would learn to tell the truth.’

Resilience factors promoted

I HAVE ...
- Trusting relationships
- Role models
- Encouragement for autonomy and independence

I AM ...
- Lovable and my temperament is appealing
- Becoming autonomous and independent
- Proud of myself
- Filled with hope, faith, and trust
I CAN ...
   Communicate
   Problem solve
   Manage my feelings and impulses
   Seek trusting relationships

THE SITUATION
Tina is eleven and Clark is six years old. They are in the house alone. Tina is washing some dishes and Clark is putting his toys away in a box. It is almost time for lunch and they are waiting for their mother to come home. Suddenly, Tina hears Clark scream, ‘My foot is caught! Oh, it hurts!’ Tina rushes to Clark.

Care giver’s goals
   encourage children to talk about what happened and how they feel
   discuss ways to handle unpleasant or threatening situations
   model strength in protecting family members
   assure children that they are not to blame for what happened

Child’s needs
   become more aware of behaviors and values of others
   build more skills in dealing with others
   recognize differences among people
   acquire confidence in protecting self

Responses that foster resilience
   ‘The mother would help the girl with her brother when she came home. The girl would be grateful because she was worried about her brother. They would help the brother and then eat lunch.’
   ‘The sister would tell her mother what happened and what she did. The sister felt her mother would be angry with her and feel sorry for her brother. The sister would not be punished and the parents would be angry with themselves for not taking good care of the child. The mother would take the boy to the doctor.’

Responses that do not foster resilience
   ‘The sister pulled the brother’s foot out and called the mother’s place of work so she could take the child to a doctor. The sister felt she was to blame for not having watched her brother. The boy felt he was getting into mischief while his sister was washing the dishes. No one knows how it will end.’
   ‘The parent hit the sister and was very angry. She told her parent she would never stay alone with her younger brother again. She felt confused.’

Resilience factors promoted
I HAVE ...
   Trusting relationships
   Structure and rules at home
   Role models
   Encouragement for autonomy and independence
   Access to health, education, welfare, and security services
I AM ...
Lovable and my temperament is appealing
Loving, empathic, and altruistic
Becoming autonomous and independent
Proud of myself
Filled with hope, faith, and trust

I CAN ...
Communicate
Problem solve
Seek trusting relationships

The results
The resilient eleven year old is becoming flexible enough to move back and forth between autonomy and appropriate dependence, seeking help from authority figures and peers. The child is confident in himself or herself as a ‘doer’, able to take on and complete many activities, solving problems as they arise. The child’s social confidence is also high. He or she can seek, develop, and maintain friendships and is increasingly able to talk through problems that arise in these relationships and to find reconciliation. The child is increasingly able to assess his or her own behavior and to accept responsibility for his or her actions and their consequences.

At eleven, the child can share feelings with trusted others and recognize and respect what others are feeling. The child is broadening the base of values and moral understanding and can decide for himself or herself whether what someone else wants to do is right or wrong and whether or not to go along with it. The child demonstrates empathy, altruism, confidence, self-esteem, optimism, and faith. He or she recovers from adversities, often feeling stronger, more confident, and ‘grown-up’. The child is well equipped to face the challenges of his or her world.

Not all resilient eleven year olds will have developed all their I HAVE, I AM, and I CAN resources to the same degree, but they will all be on their way. Here’s how we can use the vocabulary to show the resilient eleven year old’s views of his or her environment, himself or herself, and his or her skills.

I HAVE ...

* Trusting relationships
My parents still give me unconditional love, and I can rely on it being there. They often tell me how much they love me and how proud they are to have me as their son or daughter. I trust my parents to love me even when I do something wrong or am in a bad mood. They try to comfort me and help me feel better. We are able to talk about what may be bothering me. I also have trusting relationships with other people – a teacher, another adult, or a classmate. It is nice to have so many people I can trust and love.

* Structure and rules at home
I do not need as much routine at home as I used to, and my parents allow me to come in a little bit later than before. They give me a time by which I must be home, though. I can count on the family to keep some routines and I respect them. I am expected to contribute to keeping the home clean and making sure I do not leave dirty things around. I may have to take care of a sister or a brother, do chores, and help when asked. I know the consequences when I break the rules and am sometimes punished. But I am not harmed physically. We are able to talk about what I did wrong and I can give my side of why I acted in that way. Sometimes we negotiate a punishment.
parents or other family members and I make up and are reconciled again. I need to have everything all right again.

* Role models
I still see my parents as showing me how to behave in different situations by what they do. But I am more critical and sometimes think they are not being fair. I can ask them why they did something and talk about it, but I am careful not to be critical; that is still their right, but not mine! I have teachers and heroes as role models, and I watch what they do and say. Sometimes I think they are not doing the right thing and I decide I will not do the same thing.

* Encouragement to be autonomous
My parents expect me to make more decisions on my own and to seek help or advice as I need it. They give me opportunities to deal with problems alone but are there to help me when I need it. They encourage me and say things that help me learn how I am becoming a better person.

* Access to health, education, welfare, and security services
Our family can go to a doctor or a clinic or to someone who knows about health and receive care. I am in school or someplace where I am learning many things and feel I am doing well. I like the people who teach me things and I have lots of friends. Our family can get help from social or welfare services or from someone who knows what to do when we have special problems. Our community has police officers or those who are there to protect us to make sure we are safe.

I AM ...

* Lovable and my temperament is appealing
I know people like me. I make friends easily or just focus on a few friends who like me. I try to do nice things to make people like me – share some food, give a gift, let people know how glad I am to see them, help them with something. I also try to manage my actions so I do not act too fast or too slow and annoy people. I can calm myself down, too. I know when I am successful because people like me more.

* Proud of myself
I respect myself and expect others to respect me. I am proud of who I am and what I achieve, and will not do things that make me ashamed of myself. But if I do something wrong, I try to correct it so I feel good about myself again. I know I am liked by others because I care about them as well as myself.

* Autonomous and responsible
I know that I can do more and more things on my own but that my responsibilities increase, too. What I do affects what others do and the outcome of events. I cannot blame others when it is my fault that things went wrong. I am also learning how to separate what I did to affect outcomes and what others did. This helps me know where the responsibility lies. I try to correct what I did wrong or apologize.

* Filled with hope, faith, and trust
I have confidence that things will turn out all right and that the future looks good. I accept my responsibility in making the future good. Even when I make mistakes, I have faith that things can be corrected and things will be all right. I know more and more about what is right and what is
I CAN ...

* Communicate
My parents and I can talk about my growing independence, my future, what is expected of me, my needs, and what they want from me. We can discuss our different points of view and negotiate solutions to problems. I can communicate with my friends and share my thoughts and feelings with them, too.

* Problem solve
I am often able to see all sides of a problem and understand what it is about. This is true for solving schoolwork problems and for resolving interpersonal problems. I can ask a teacher for help when I do not understand a schoolwork problem, and I talk with my friends or whomever is involved when I have a problem with someone else. I can test out solutions with thoughts and words before I act.

* Manage my feelings and impulses
I am able to recognize my feelings and name them. I can usually recognize and name feelings in others, too. Then, I try to find out what has made me feel like this or has made the other person feel the way she does. This helps me when I want to express my thoughts and feelings and listen to the other person tell about her thoughts and feelings. I can show the person I care about her side of the conflict, and we can begin to resolve it. I try to manage any tendency to react too soon or too strongly, and to calm myself down and think before acting impulsively.

* Gauge the temperament of myself and others
I know myself pretty well, especially how I react to things and events around me. I happen to be someone who gets easily excited and eager for action. Some of my friends are that way, too. When we’re together, I have to be careful not to get carried away and do something unwise. One of my parents is a lot like me, but the other one is very careful and cautious and sometimes seems afraid to do anything. My friends may be more like me or more like my cautious parent. It helps to know what to expect.

* Seek trusting relationships
I can find someone I trust to help me in some things and another person to help me in others. I am learning more and more to seek out those people when I am troubled, do not understand what is happening, or need to share my hopes and dreams. I can go to my parents, but I also have others whom I can trust to help me.
Appendix One

**Promoting resilience in children: teaching and discussion strategies**

Talk about resilience as the capacity to face, overcome and even be transformed by adversity.

List on a board or paper some of the adversities people face.

If the group is small enough and comfortable enough to participate, ask the participants to indicate some of the adversities they know about or have experienced. (This can also be done when working with individuals.)

Discuss some of the ways to deal with adverse situations.

Introduce the vocabulary of resilience. This could be done with combined ages, with several age groups or with a specific age group.

Discuss I HAVE resilience factors. Make clear that these are supports, resources and help outside the child.

Have the group discuss the supports children they know have, and the resources available in the family and community.

Encourage participants to describe how they use the family and community supports and resources.

Discuss I AM resilience factors. Make clear that these are feelings, attitudes, beliefs and strengths within the child. These are what stay with the child all of his or her life. They can be strengthened by supports, but not created. There is no magic in resilience!

Have the group discuss inner strengths they have seen in children and what can be done to help promote these inner strengths.

Encourage them to describe personal experiences in fostering I AM resilience factors.

Discuss I CAN resilience factors. Make clear that these are social and interpersonal skills children learn and acquire. These are tools for interacting with other people. They must be taught and learned.

Have the group discuss social and interpersonal skills they have taught children and/or have seen in children. Encourage them to describe some of the ways they have helped children learn these skills.

Put the I HAVE, I AM, I CAN resilience factors in a dynamic relationship with each other. Discuss how these factors work in a dynamic way together. Some guiding questions to help the discussion might be:

- If the parent or other adult protects the child from all adversities, can the child strengthen his/her sense of autonomy, control and responsibility?

- If the adult speaks for the child in a conflict with another child, can the child learn a social skill like negotiation?
If the child does things independently without help or advice from adults, is he or she at greater risk of harm or failure?

How do these dynamics change with age? How are these dynamics influenced by individual differences?

Examine the vocabulary of resilience for the age groups: 3 and under; 4 through 7 years; 8 through 11 years. The ways to foster resilience are different in terms of behavior: for example, we do not pick up an 11 year old but we show love by words and hugs. The factors are the same, the ways to use them involve different behaviors.

Present a situation of adversity (use the ones in the Guide or use others, matching the age of the children in the situation to those the trainer/trainees work with). Ask participants how they would respond:

What would they do?
How would they feel?
What would the child probably do in response to the adult’s action?
How would the child feel?
How would it end?
What resilience factors would they be using?
What are the dynamics of the resilience factors used?
How were the factors combined to promote resilience in the child?

Ask them also:

What are the goals of the adult?
What are the needs of the child?
What resilience factors were used?
What was the combination of resilience factors used?
What were the dynamics?
What ways were used to prevent resilience from developing?
What would the group suggest to help the adult promote resilience?

NB: Children can learn to promote resilience in themselves and in their friends using the same information from the Guide.

If the group or individual meet with the leader on a regular basis:

Have them bring back experiences of adverse situations occurring between meetings. What did they do to overcome them and help the child overcome them?

Have them report on what they did since the previous meeting to promote resilience in their children or those they work with.

Encourage participants to use the vocabulary of resilience with children and in their own thinking and behaving. Giving a word to a resilience factor helps everyone become comfortable and familiar with the idea of resilience and better able to recognize when the promotion of resilience is occurring.

If the trainer or trainee works directly with children, the children may be asked similar questions about their experiences and behaviors concerning the promotion of resilience. They will also benefit from using the vocabulary in their thinking and talking.
Using your own experiences

You have probably been thinking about your own experiences in promoting resilience in the children you have or work with. It may be helpful to you to begin thinking about those experiences in a structured way. You may want to use the following form of thinking.

Can you remember a situation you experienced with a child that had the potential for promoting resilience in the child? (Put your responses in the left hand column of a sheet of paper.)

- What was the situation?
- What did you do?
- How did you feel?
- What did the child do when you took that action?
- How did the child feel?
- What was the outcome or how did it end?

After you have done this, look at the ways parents and care givers can promote resilience in infants and toddlers and see if you would change your behavior in any way. Did you provide the I HAVE features and help the child with the I AM and I CAN features of resilience? What dynamics did you use? What would you change if the situation occurred again? (Put your responses in the right hand column.)

Try to repeat this exercise for different ages of infants, toddlers and older children, and with different situations from your experience.

You may also want to keep some kind of record of experiences you have that you perceive as adversities, and indicate what you did in response or in preparation that promoted resilience in the child.
Appendix Two

Further reading

The following are references to some of the research that has informed the work of the International Resilience Project.


Appendix Three

**Checklist for children**

The following items were used in the International Resilience Project as a checklist for perceptions of resilience in children.

- The child has someone who loves him/her totally (unconditionally).
- The child has an older person outside the home she/he can tell about problems and feelings.
- The child is praised for doing things on his/her own.
- The child can count on her/his family being there when needed.
- The child knows someone he/she wants to be like.
- The child believes things will turn out all right.
- The child does endearing things that make people like her/him.
- The child believes in a power greater than seen.
- The child is willing to try new things.
- The child likes to achieve in what he/she does.
- The child feels that what she/he does makes a difference in how things come out.
- The child likes himself/herself.
- The child can focus on a task and stay with it.
- The child has a sense of humor.
- The child makes plans to do things.